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About This Content
Note! You can purchase only 1 Pack of the same value to 1 Star Conflict account.
Note! Refund is not provided if you purchase 2 different packs, which include the same ship or you already have the ship from
the pack!

Includes:
"Fat Wallet" 10 000 Galactic Standards!
"Gold VIP" Permanent 10% bonus to credit gain and a 10% bonus to ships synergy gain - speed up the
development of your ships!
Unique Federation interceptor "Superkite" 6 rank
Unique Empire fighter "Desert Eagle" 9 rank
"Personal Storage" Get the maximum warehouse space for modules and weapons!
"Decorations" Unique set of 5 stickers for your ships!
Unique patterns "Titan" and "Cerberus"
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Special modifications of Imperial and Federation ships have increased main weapon damage, higher critical hit chance
and more effective capacitors, which is extremely important for potent frigates as well as agile interceptors.
Premium ships
All premium ships don't need repairs. Such ships have ‘Elite’ status — maximum battle parameters and increased free synergy
production. All premium ships have unique appearance and are shipped with maximum synergy.
You save time and head into battle right away!
Unique stickers — An excellent opportunity to stand out among mercenaries.
Galactic standards — a special in-game currency that can be purchased for real money. With it, advancing in the game is
made easier and more comfortable.
Synergy is a mesure of your experience with a ship. Synergy is used to increase ship level and improve its combat
characteristics.
Premium license grants all pilots greater rewards for each battle.
In addition, pilots get more credit vouchers for completing contracts!
Pilots who receive premium licenses from command master new ships faster due to increased synergy gain in combat.
And when the battle ends, pilots with a premium license have two bonus attempts at trophy search — this means that the chance
of getting new unique equipment becomes higher!
If you purchase multiple DLC, bonuses to credits, synergy and credit gain are added to each other. Together, they
provide a greater bonus!
Premium license time and Galactic Standards are also added!
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Title: Star Conflict: Mercenary Pack - Galaxy Explorer
Genre: Action, Free to Play, Massively Multiplayer, Simulation
Developer:
Star Gem Inc.
Publisher:
Gaijin Entertainment
Release Date: 27 Feb, 2013
a09c17d780

English,German,French,Russian,Portuguese
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just wanted to say that i got both games and it works just fine on windows 10 . so. Gladius is hands down the best VR game I
have played. I cannot reccomend it enough. the actions makes gorn seem slow without being too hard, this game however can be
quite the workout. It is absolutely a must own VR game.. A fun little game for a worthy price. Running around and solving
puzzles and completing quests was fun, characters were quirky and interesting, and the music is great! Only main concerns are
the translated English grammar which can make solving some quests difficult or throw off the meaning of dialogue, no control
scheme to reference what buttons do or remap them, no clear indication of what some items are in the shops, and the overall
length being <2 hrs.
Still, in the end, it was an experience I enjoyed for the price I paid. I got what I expected, a small adventure that has a few kinks
to work out.. I wasnt expecting a whole lot from this. but damn this was the best ive laughed in a long time.. Its a fun take on the
"Collect Gem" games. Worth a download and try. Warning: It does get addictive after a while.. This Game is easy cheap and
gives fun for a long time considering the price. While this game has some negitive features, its very fun, i call it an addition.

-Pros: Cheap and easy to pick up
-Has many ways to play
-has mutiplayer for 1.00!
-Cons: Werid menu
-Stiff Camera
. I tried this game and really wanted to like it but it kept starting in SteamVR, with no way to turn that off other than
disconnecting my Oculus Rift. That's pretty poor and I refunded. Might buy it again if this is ever fixed.. Game has bug's, if you
report this and dont recomend there game they then report you as
====(This review has been flagged by a developer of RESCUE 2 as 'Abusive'.
It will still be visible on the Community Hub and the Store, but cannot be modified by the reviewer unless the flag is cleared by
the developer or a Steam moderator.)===
i asked for a refund as i wish to have nothing to do with them, for saying there game has bug's, i was then banned from there
Community forum( SPAMMING with 1 message)
way to go if you give them a bad review?
I will now not tuch any thing this developer makes ever again.. Awesome soundtrack, incredibly stylish game.
In terms of gameplay, it's basically a twin-stick shooter which is naturally best enjoyed with a gamepad. There looks to be
(IMO) a lot of replayability in terms of mastery of the levels. Very reminiscent of Towerfall, another game I loved.
I've made it through the first 3 worlds so far, really looking forward to more of the single player campaign and trying out the
local multiplayer.
Can't recommend buying the version with the OST enough if you like electronica\/dubstep!. Bad FPS, bad flight controls. It
could have been a nice game but it needed more work.
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https:\/\/youtu.be\/koUlSeSjZsE
Fresh faced treasure hunter 'Diamond Dan' is out to build a name for himself by robbing cubist designed temples of their gold,
gems, and load baring scrolls. Thankfully ancient temple design all came from the same temple template of same colored
blocks.
Swipe the escape scroll at the bottom of each temple and get out before it collapses is the core gameplay loop. The randomly
generated levels don't create any movement flow and players are often locked into long periods of waiting for blocks to
randomly move in order to progress.. Nice game with Top Gun feeling.
A lot of fun with a friend!
After a few games you get the hang of it and can start contributing to your team efficiently.. I am really frustrated because it
doesn't work with the steam controller. Even when I map the buttons to the keyboard keys, it doesn't work. I can't get the back
button to map, which makes combat pretty much impossible. I want to like this game, but playing with a controller is pretty
important to me.. Simple, but a very powerful piece of software. Definitely useful.
However it is really expensive - if you just create games as a hobby (as I do), I'd probably wait for a sale. I got this from Humble
Bundle for a few bucks, and it has definitely been worth that.. Innovative mechanics brought to puzzle-platforming and
brilliantly confusing narrative - make this game a great catch. It really makes your mind think whilst you play and afterwards as
well, asking bigger questions than most games and creating great gameplay alongside.
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=B4cq9kAdfjc
Check out my playthrough if you want to see more of what the game looks like and my thoughts on it.
But for me, I really can't wait to delve further into this one.
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